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• Brazilian economy continued to expand at good pace through April and May.
We forecast GDP growth at 5.2% in 2021 and at 2.0% in 2022;

• We forecast IPCA inflation at 6.2% for 2021. Recent FX appreciation could help
to tame inflationary pressures, but rising commodity prices offset most of this
positive effect. For 2022, our models point to a 3.8%;

• April's fiscal results reinforced the better-than-expected scenario seen so far
on public accounts this year. We improved our projections and now expect the
gross debt should now close the year at 82.2% of GDP;

• The Copom rose the Selic rate by 75 bps. The hawkish language in the
meeting’s statement is consistent with our scenario of the Selic rate at 6.50%
by 2021;

• Our models, considering the terms of trade, balance of payments and the
growth, suggest a stronger BRL in the short term. Political and fiscal
uncertainties, however, demand caution. We see the BRL at 5.10 for the end of
this year and 2022.
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Brazil Macro Monthly: Inflationary Risk Persists

XP Forecasts

2018 2019 2020 2021 (F) 2022 (F)

GDP growth (%) 1.3 1.1 -4.1 5.2 2.0

Unemployment rate (% s.a., end of period) 12.2 11.5 14.7 13.0 11.2

IPCA (CPI, 12m, %) 3.8 4.3 4.5 6.2 3.8

SELIC rate (% p.y., end of period) 6.50 4.50 2.00 6.50 6.50
FX (USDBRL, end of period) 3.9 4.0 5.2 5.10 5.10
Primary fiscal balance (% GDP) -1.6 -0.9 -9.5 -2.4 -1.1
Gross debt (% GDP) 75.3 74.3 88.8 82.2 84.3
Trade Balance (USD Bn) 46.6 35.2 50.4 81.6 70.9
Exports (USD Bn) 231.9 221.2 209.2 280.1 291.8
Imports (USD Bn) 185.3 185.9 158.8 198.4 220.9
Current Account (USD Bn) -51.5 -65.0 -24.1 -3.8 -20.6
Current Account (% GDP) -2.7 -3.5 -1.7 -0.2 -1.2
FDI (USD Bn) 78.2 69.2 34.2 45.0 60.0
FDI (% GDP) 4.1 3.7 2.4 2.8 3.4

Source: IBGE, BCB, Bloomberg. Estimates (E): XP Investimentos.



Brazilian economy has been showing a cyclical improvement. Activity data continues
to surprise to the upside, despite the worsening of the pandemic. Direct and indirect
effects of high commodities prices the lagged effects of the 2021 covid-19-related
programs have been key to keeping domestic demand heated.

Stronger growth helps public accounts, both through the effect on tax collection and
through the improvement of fiscal multiples (debt/GDP, primary result/GDP). As a
result, fiscal risk have receded, helping to boost Brazilian assets, including the BRL.

Another positive driver for the fiscal results is, actually, not good news: the acceleration
of inflation. Rising production costs and resilient domestic demand keep prices under
pressure, pushing the market to rise IPCA forecasts for 2021 and 2022.

Under this more “hawkish” environment, the Central Bank will continue the Selic rate
until (at least) its neutral level, around 6.5%. The BC’s reaction has been important to
keep inflation expectations relatively anchored, close to the 3.5% target. But we
understand that the BC will have to accept the IPCA somewhat above target in 2022,
noting that part of the inflationary shock is temporary, relates to the pandemic. We
project IPCA at 3.8% next year.

The main risk ahead remains on the fiscal front. Upcoming presidential elections may
increase the pressure for populist spending. This, along with a possible shift in
monetary policy in developed countries, may lead to higher volatility next year.
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Foreword: cyclical improvement, with inflation as negative
side effect



Current inflation has accelerated in the US. Core CPI showed an increase of 3.8% in
May, the highest print since April of 1993. We continue to assess this shock as
temporary, as we to find a strong relationship between the current performance of
inflation and the ongoing reopening of the economy.

Looking ahead to 2022, our models are showing that Core CPI will likely once again fall
back below 2% y/y on the back of (1) slower economic growth, (2) our conviction that
there is no political capital to approve additional stimulus to consumers, and (3) our
view that longer-term disinflationary pressures will linger in time in a post-pandemic
world.

In this sense, we believe the monetary tapering process will be delivered at the Jackson
Hole meeting this coming August. We believe that waiting until August is the accurate
strategy, not least because such a timeline will give the Fed two additional inflation
prints and two additional jobs prints to assess the state of the economy. We still believe
that D-day for the initiation of the tapering process will be 1Q22, but the risk of seeing a
4Q21 initiation (most likely December) has increased significantly. We are also
adjusting our estimation of when liftoff will take place, moving to 3Q23 from 1Q24.

In China, recent data has continued to support our long-standing thesis that the
economy is slowing down gradually, from an unprecedented strong pace. On the
inflation, China continues to prove the world’s outlier, with May’s CPI increasing a low
1.3% y/y. Also of high relevance for the world economy, the authorities reported a few
days ago that May imports had increased a very strong 51.2% y/y, way above our initial
expectations (+34% y/y). Exports increased a robust 27.8% y/y in May. Thus, we keep or
GDP growth forecast at 9% this year.

In the Eurozone, with new virus cases and fatalities falling sharply and a continuous
acceleration of the vaccination pace, restrictions started to be lifted. The economy is
set for a stronger-than-expected rebound in 2Q21 and 3Q21, which is consistent with
significantly improving confidence indicators. In fact, the ECB upgraded its 2021 GDP
growth forecast materially from 4% to 4.6%, taking it much closer to our long-standing
5% projection. However, the ECB’s decided to leave net PEPP asset purchases “at a
significantly higher pace than during the first months of the year”, but we think a
gradual tapering may begin by year-end, which is consistent with our expectation of
tighter spreads between US Treasury and German Bund yields, and a stronger currency
in 2021.
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Global Backdrop: when will the tapering begin?
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BRAZIL
Economic Activity: recovery continues through April and May

Brazil GDP expanded by 1.2% QoQ in 1Q21 (1.0% YoY), confirming the solid
performance of economic activity in the recent period. Despite the worsening pandemic
from mid-February and interruption of government stimulus measures at the end of
2020, the main economic indicators shown solid economic expansion from January
through April.

Activity data for 2Q21 have been better than previously expected, reflecting the rapid
increase of mobility indexes (back to levels seen earlier this year) and the resumption of
consumer and business confidence. Additionally, the new round of emergency financial
aid to vulnerable people and advance payment of social security benefits should help to
propel services provided to families and retail segments. Hence, we estimate a slight
increase of 0.1% QoQ in 2Q21 GDP.
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Vaccination, that has speed up in several states recently, should pave the way for the
recover to continue in the second half. Total GDP will expand by 0.8% QoQ in 3Q and
0.5% QoQ in 4Q, as per our updated forecasts.
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All considered, we forecast 2021 GDP growth at 5.2%.

For 2022 a slowdown, to 2.0% growth. The outlook of more moderate expansion next
year accounts for the lagged effects of tighter monetary conditions combined with still
high unemployment levels (we expect the jobless rate to reach 13.0% at the end of
2021 and 11.2% at the end of 2022). On the other hand, the favorable statistical
carryover effect from 2021 GDP results (we estimate it at 0.7%) and continued growth
in external demand should benefit 2022 GDP.

For 2022, aggregate demand and supply should be more balanced, on the back of
tighter domestic monetary and fiscal policy and a likely normalization of global supply
chains. Thus, we expect IPCA inflation to gradually converge back to the target path.
Still, considering the inertial effect from 2021 high inflation levels, it seems unlikely
that IPCA reaches the 3.5% target by the end of the year. Our models point to 3.8%.

Inflation: renewed cost pressures

We forecast IPCA inflation at 6.2% for 2021, due to cost pressure on industrial goods and
electricity prices spurred by the hydrological crisis. The inertial effect and narrower output
gap put pressure also on 2022 inflation.

Recent FX appreciation could help to tame inflationary pressures. But rising commodity
prices offset most of this positive effect.
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2021 2022

IPCA 6.2 3.8

  Food at home 7.0 3.5

Regulated Prices 10.0 4.7

Market-set prices 4.9 3.5

Services 2.7 4.0

Industrials 7.0 2.8

IPCA inflation (%)
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April's fiscal results reinforced the better-than-expected scenario seen so far on public
accounts this year. On the revenue side, robust economic output and pressured
inflation drive tax collection. As for spending, the delay in approving the 2021 budget
limited a great part of government expenditure, offsetting the increase with covid-19
related spending, including the new round of emergency aid and the acquisition of
vaccines.

Looking ahead, we expect government spending to finally normalize following the
approval of the 2021 budget, thus reducing the positive monthly surprises. However,
the main drivers observed so far on the revenue side should continue to strengthen tax
collection, especially considering producer prices.

Given the scenario described above, we improved our projections for this year's fiscal
indicators. We now expect the primary deficit to reach 2.4% of GDP by year end, while
gross debt should now close the year at 82.2% of GDP -- 6.6p.p. below the level
observed at the end of last year. The substantial growth of the nominal GDP (16%
compared to last year), the BNDES refunds and the reduction in the primary deficit
forecast explain the lower debt.

Note that the deficit projected for the year considers an extension of the emergency aid
for three more months (until October), which should lead to additional R$ 20 bn of extra
ceiling spending this year. On the other hand, we understand that part of the Bolsa
Familia budget for the year should remain underspent, given the use of funds granted
for the emergency aid to regular BF beneficiaries. Therefore, the net result of both
should be neutral, even considering a considerable boost in BF benefits likely to be
implemented at the end of the year.

Fiscal: Debt moves (far) away from the 90% threshold, structural
risk remains on the radar
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For 2022, gross debt should resume its upward trend. We expect that a 1.1% of GDP
primary deficit and interests on the debt close to 1.8 pp. higher than that observed this
year to raise gross debt to 84.3% of GDP by the end of 2022.

Finally, it’s worth flagging the possibility of a new cash transfer program, or a
permanent boost to Bolsa Família, to take place as of next year – as recently
announced by President Bolsonaro. For now, we don’t consider any such increase in
spending, given the lack of details and clarity on political discussions. Nonetheless, if
the additional cost is not counterbalanced by reductions in other existing social
spending, this could lead not only to higher deficit and gross debt levels, but also to a
breach in the spending ceiling legislation as early as next year. This could materialize
even considering the substantial boost to the spending ceiling that will result from
higher inflation this year.

BRL strengthened as short-term risks fade

The cyclical improvement represented by stronger growth and the reduction of fiscal
risk has allowed a decompression of Brazilian assets.
The BRL has appreciated in recent months, to below 5.1 reais per dollar. Our models,
considering the terms of trade, balance of payments and the growth, suggest an even
stronger FX ahead.
However, for the medium term, structural fiscal risks - high debt, high interest rates, a
tight budget - persist. The country is heading towards an electoral cycle that can be
volatile. And there is the possibility of changes in the monetary policy stance in
developed countries.
Therefore, we are cautious in projecting the exchange rate well below current levels.
We see the BRL at 5.10 for the end of this year and the next. However, we do not rule
out that the exchange rate may fall below this level in the short term.

Monetary Policy: more intense tightening cycle to curb rising
inflationary risks

The Copom once again raised the Selic rate by 75 bps. The committee, however,
changed its “flight plan” from a “partial” adjustment to a full adjustment, one that brings
the Selic to its neutral level (estimated by us at 6.50%). The Copom is also concerned
about the “secondary effects” of the ongoing inflationary shock and its effects on
inflation expectations. In this sense, the Copom left the door open to step up the pace
of Selic hikes ahead.
In our view, the Copom’s hawkish language is consistent with our scenario of the Selic
rate at 6.50% by 2021 year-end, with additional 75-bp hikes in the next two meetings
and a slowdown later on. We see a more balanced economy in 2022 and onwards,
with inflationary pressures gradually fading. An exchange rate stabilizing at current
level (or stronger) should also help anchoring inflation expectations.
Thus, we believe monetary policy should remain neutral in 2022, with the Selic rate at
6,50% throughout the year. But considering recent deterioration in the balance of risks
for inflation, the risks are now tilted an even higher Selic next year.
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XP Forecasts

2018 2019 2020 2021 (F) 2022 (F)

GDP growth (%) 1.3 1.1 -4.1 5.2 2.0

Unemployment rate (% s.a., end of period) 12.2 11.5 14.7 13.0 11.2

IPCA (CPI, 12m, %) 3.8 4.3 4.5 6.2 3.8

SELIC rate (% p.y., end of period) 6.50 4.50 2.00 6.50 6.50
FX (USDBRL, end of period) 3.9 4.0 5.2 5.10 5.10
Primary fiscal balance (% GDP) -1.6 -0.9 -9.5 -2.4 -1.1
Gross debt (% GDP) 75.3 74.3 88.8 82.2 84.3
Trade Balance (USD Bn) 46.6 35.2 50.4 81.6 70.9
Exports (USD Bn) 231.9 221.2 209.2 280.1 291.8
Imports (USD Bn) 185.3 185.9 158.8 198.4 220.9
Current Account (USD Bn) -51.5 -65.0 -24.1 -3.8 -20.6
Current Account (% GDP) -2.7 -3.5 -1.7 -0.2 -1.2
FDI (USD Bn) 78.2 69.2 34.2 45.0 60.0
FDI (% GDP) 4.1 3.7 2.4 2.8 3.4

Source: IBGE, BCB, Bloomberg. Estimates (E): XP Investimentos.
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Disclaimer

This material was prepared by XP Investimentos CCTVM S.A. (“XP Investimentos” or “Company”) and should not be

considered as a research material for the purposes of article 1° of CVM Instruction 598/2018. All opinions,

projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of transmission and these, plus any

other information contained herein, are subject to change without prior notice. The Company does not support or

oppose any political parties, political campaigns, candidates,or public officials. Furthermore, XP Investimentos is

not permitted to give corporate funds, property or other resources to political parties or candidates and will not

reimburse any shareholders, directors, officers, employees, and licensors for such contributions or expenditures.

XP Investimentos and its affiliates, parents, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, and licensors will not be

liable (individually, jointly, or severally) to you or any other person as a result of your access, reception, or use of the

information contained in this communication.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Therefore, nothing in this report constitutes a representation

that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s

individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. This report is published solely for

information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an

offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. This material (including any attachments) is

confidential, may contain proprietary or privileged information and is intended for the named recipient(s) only.
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